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INTRODUCTION TO FIXED STARS
This program prints interpretations for conjunctions of planets (listed by house
rulers), ascendant, midheaven, and other house cusps to over 60 major "fixed"
stars and star clusters, all distant suns in their own systems. Called "fixed"
because of their unchanging constellation patterns, against whose backdrop
the planets move, these stars are the brightest stars we see at night. Bright
stars generally not used for interpretation are those over 45 degrees north or
south of the ecliptic path; and in "crowded" areas of the heavens, only the most
powerful stars are selected for interpretation.
Many of these stars interpreted here form part of the familiar zodiacal
constellations, and many of them are also our nearest neighboring star
systems, being in most cases less than one hundred light years away.
Interpretation of fixed stars is the key to reconciling the tropical signs and the
precession of the zodiac, thus understanding the relationship of astrology to
the visible sky.
The influences of stars correspond to their color, variability, brightness or
magnitude, distance from us, and apparent distance north or south of the
ecliptic path, as well as their traditional constellation myths. Generally, northern
stars are more favorable than southern ones; and most white, blue/white,
yellow and some orange stars are favorable, whereas most red or highly
variable stars are considered potentially difficult. The most powerful stars are
those nearest the ecliptic path, the brightest, and those the closest to us. In a
horoscope, the rising star (conjunct ascendant) and the culminating star
(conjunct midheaven) are most important, as is any star conjunct the ascendant
ruler.

FIXED STARS RISING OR CONJUNCT
ASCENDANT RULER

These stars affect your life, personality and expression
most strongly of all celestial bodies beyond the planets.

Ascendant Conjunct Sadalsuud

The Waterbearer's Belt - beta Aquarius -A yellow (O0 spectrum) triple star,
third order of magnitude, 543.2 light years away.
Gives fortitude, patience, science and social upliftment in the affairs of the
affected house or planet. Hard workers, patient and industrious people.
Ascendant Conjunct Deneb Algedi

The Tail of the Goat - delta Capricornus -A white (Am spectrum) quadruple
variable star, third order of magnitude, 37.5 light years away. One of the star
systems said to have had contact with humanity.
Gives technical capacity, practicality and tenacity in the affairs of the affected
house or planet.
Saturn Conjunct Graffias

The Scorpion's Claw - beta-1 Scorpius -A blue/white (B1 spectrum) variable
star, third order of magnitude, 362.1 light years away.
Gives tenacity and possessiveness, with some potential for danger, in the
affairs of the affected house or planet. Operators of specialized equipment.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT SECOND HOUSE
RULER OR CUSP
strongly affect your money and possessions.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT THIRD HOUSE RULER

OR CUSP
strongly affect your communication style, messages,
local transportation, siblings and neighbors.

Third House Cusp Conjunct Menkar

The Mouth of the Whale - alpha Ceti -A red (M1 spectrum) giant variable star,
between second and third order of magnitude, 362.1 light years away.
Gives omnivorous, sometimes selfish, appetite in the affairs of the affected
house or planet, which may seem to be "swallowed up in fate." Great and often
upsetting changes of fortune, which may involve loss of freedom.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT FOURTH HOUSE
RULER OR CUSP
strongly affect your security issues, home, mother,
parents, land, farms and mines.

4th house cusp Conjunct Aldebaran

The Bull's Eye - alpha Tauri -An orange (K5 spectrum) sextuple variable star,
first magnitude, 60.4 light years away.
Red and orange are reflected in the eye of the waiting bull, always opposite
Antares, the red giant of the scorpion.
The object or person associated with this house is well-organized and
possessed of a virtually military approach to strategy, with strong leadership
qualities. Military leaders. Involvement with disastrous or tumultuous events.
Mercury rules 4th house and Mercury Conjunct Achernar

The River's Source - alpha Eridani -A blue/white (B3 spectrum) variable star,
first order of magnitude, 125.3 light years away.

Gives a deep understanding, spiritual centeredness, and generous wisdom in
the affairs of the affected house or planet.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT FIFTH HOUSE RULER
OR CUSP
strongly affects risk, romance, your lover,
your children, luck and entertainment life.

5th house cusp Conjunct Menkalinan

The Yoke of the Chariot - beta Auriga -A blue/white (A2 spectrum) triple
variable star, second order of magnitude, 79.5 light years away.
Gives strong sense of direction, sensitive leadership, internal guidance in the
affairs of the affected house or planet.
5th house cusp Conjunct Propus

Castor's Foot - eta Geminorum -A red giant (M3 spectrum) triple variable star,
third order of magnitude, 232.8 light years away.
Gives some combativeness in the affairs of the affected house or planet. May
give difficulty or injury to extremities.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT SIXTH HOUSE RULER
OR CUSP
strongly affects your health, duties,
employees, coworkers, and pets.

6th house cusp Conjunct Pollux

The Twin Fists - alpha/beta Geminorum -Castor is a white (A2 spectrum)

quadruple star, between first and second order of magnitude, 48.6 light years
away. Pollux is an orange (K0 spectrum) septuple variable star, first order of
magnitude, 34.7 light years away.
Did Cain catch Abel rolling loaded dice? These two nearby star systems
symbolize an ancient conflict.
The object or person associated with this house is likely belligerent,
argumentative, and may tend to get involved in conflict between relatives or
erstwhile friends/neighbors. Questions of rivalry, secret enemies.
6th house cusp Conjunct Procyon

The Dog - alpha Canis minor -A yellow (F5 spectrum) quintuple variable star,
first order of magnitude, a nearby neighbor at 11.2 light years away.
The smaller dog is eager to please the larger dog. Procyon and Sirius are very
close to one another.
The object or person associated with this house has a strong faithful loyalty to
an ideal or individual. Eager to near obsession, they are certainly very reliable,
although their enthusiasm may be blind. A religious fanatic. Dog lovers.
Moon rules 6th house and Moon Conjunct Altair

The Eagle's Eye - alpha Aquilae -A blue/white (A7 spectrum) triple star, first
order of magnitude, only sixteen light years away.
The raptor soars high above the object of its vision.
A telescope, a bird or an eagle. The object or person associated with this
house has clarity of perception that is probably very accurate. Scientists,
psychics.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT SEVENTH HOUSE
RULER OR CUSP
strongly affects marriage, partnership,

your partner(s) or your opponent(s).

7th House Cusp Conjunct Alphard

The Hydra's Head - alpha Hydra -An orange (K3 spectrum) triple variable star,
second order of magnitude, 148.1 light years away.
Gives a controlling nature and great interest in others, especially in the affairs
of the affected house or planet. A maker of connections, potentially
meddlesome.
7th House Cusp Conjunct Adhafera

The Lion's Mane - zeta Leo -A yellow (F0 spectrum) star between third and
fourth order of magnitude, 191.7 light years away.
Gives some courage and grace but also often false pride in the affairs of the
affected house or planet. Vanity, likes to be seen in a powerful position.
Actors.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT EIGHTH HOUSE
RULER OR CUSP
strongly affects loss, debt, inheritance, enemies, punishment,
and other's or your partner's money or possessions.

8th House Cusp Conjunct Vindemiatrix

The Winepress (another Maiden's Foot) - epsilon Virginis -A golden white (O8
spectrum) variable star, third order of magnitude, 75.8 light years away.
Gives trials and wrenching ordeals in the affairs of the affected house or
planet, with an eventual fortunate outcome in most cases. Arts of brewing and
distillation, related agriculture.
8th House Cusp Conjunct Porzimma/Pulcherimma

The Beautiful Stars - gamma Virginis -Yellow (F0 spectrum) quadruple variable
stars (Pulcherimma said to be one of the others), fourth order of magnitude,
32.9 light years away. One of the star systems said to be part of the ancestry
of humanity.
Gives grace, simplicity and naturalness in the affairs of the affected house or
planet. Gardens, agriculture.
8th House Cusp Conjunct Algorab

The Crow - delta Corvus -A white (B9 spectrum) variable star, third order of
magnitude, 135.8 light years away.
Gives a clever and mischievous quality, sometimes devious, in the affairs of
the affected house or planet. May be solitary, interested in unusual objects and
subjects.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT NINTH HOUSE RULER
OR CUSP
strongly affects voyages, education, publishing,
legal matters, your teacher, judge or lawyer.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT TENTH HOUSE RULER
OR CUSP
strongly affect your career, reputation, achievement,
your employer or overseer, and your father.

10th House Cusp (Midheaven) Conjunct Antares

The Rival of Mars - alpha Scorpii -A red giant (M1 spectrum) variable star, first
order of magnitude, 135.8 light years away.

The huge burning military-industrial heart of the scorpion is always opposite
Aldebaran, the eye of the bull.
The object or person associated with this house has very fiery and potentially
vengeful or violent qualities. There is a strong sense of military strategy. Military
leaders.
Jupiter rules 10th house and Jupiter Conjunct Markab

The Horse's Saddle - alpha Pegasus -A blue/white (B9 spectrum) variable star,
between second and third order of magnitude, 95.8 light years away.
Gives considerable stress with some self-sacrificing and self-indulgent
qualities in the affairs of the affected house or planet. These areas of life may
experience rough treatment or a rough ride. Individuals may feel that they are
bearing an unfair burden.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT ELEVENTH HOUSE
RULER OR CUSP
strongly affects your ideals and your friends.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT TWELFTH HOUSE
RULER OR CUSP
strongly affects your spiritual life, atonement, institutions,
unknown opponents, and your livestock or large animals.

FIXED STARS CONJUNCT PLANETS NOT
RULING HOUSES

